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Earthquake tightens the humanitarian situation in Afghanistan

The already unstable and dangerous situation continues to deteriorate in Afghanistan amid the

earthquake's aftermath, which killed 1150 people. In some parts of the country, women are not

allowed to access humanitarian distribution points without male accompany, risking many women's

access to critical assistance.

Furthermore, as Heather Barr, the Human Rights Watch specialist for Afghanistan, investigated:

various women are facing problems accessing healthcare as they are only allowed to do so with a

male family member and only allowed to go to a female health worker. Women are being

prohibited from receiving medical care from male healthcare providers.

High Commissioner Michelle Bachelet commented: "In the wake of years of conflict, and since the

takeover by the Taliban in August last year, the country has been plunged into a deep economic,

social, humanitarian and human rights crisis."

UN Security Council expressed for the umpteenth time the concern about the Human Rights

situation of women in Afghanistan. Albania's ambassador Felix Hoxha pointed out that no other

country in the world is banning all girls from secondary school education, which should be

stopped immediately. On behalf of the other nine security council members, the restriction on

movement and work for women is being criticized immensely. 

(UNITED NATIONS, INEWS UK, UN NEWS)
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Growing concerns over human rights conditions in Algeria

The EU Commission has issued a statement highlighting the measures targeting opponents of the

regime and recalling the need for the Algerian government to respect fundamental rights and

freedoms. 

The Commission has noticed a significant increase in repressive measures on journalists and non-

governmental organizations. 

This follows the violent repression of members of the hirak or journalists who covered the various

actions of the opposition movement. In addition, some recent trials have reported that the

Algerian courts have taken a position in favor of the regime and the military, convicting journalists

and activists who have been critical of them on the ground of terrorism charges. 

(MOROCCO WORLD NEWS)

ALGERIA

UK negotiating new deal with Bahrain, completely dismissing Bahraini human

rights concerns coming to light recently

As the UK has been economically hit hard by Brexit, new trading deals with Bahrain and other

Gulf-Cooperation Councils such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, and the UAE have been

negotiated with the international trade secretary Anne-Marie Trevelyan and representatives of

those countries in Riyadh. 

Furthermore, UK official Lord Ahmad recently visited King Hamad bin Isa al-Khalifa and foreign

minister Abdullatif bin Rashid Alzayani in Bahrain. Human Rights organizations especially

condemn the UK's silence about the imprisonment of Abduljalil Signace since the 2011 uprising in

Bahrain. Signace received a life sentence, and it is well known that he has been tortured while

imprisoned for peacefully having demonstrated in Bahrain.

Human Rights organizations condemn that within those new negotiations, the value of Human

Rights and the rule of law are being vanished from their list of objectives.

(THE NATIONAL, MIDDLE EAST EYE)

BAHRAIN
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A student brutally killed for rejecting a marriage proposal

Last week, an Egyptian student was killed at Mansoura university after refusing a man's repeated

marriage proposals. Naira Ashraf was stabbed multiple times by a man she had previously

rejected. After numerous death threats, he finally went to her university and committed this

"crime of passion." 

This brutal killing pushed members of civil society, lawyers, and human rights defense

organizations to underline that there is still a long way to go in Egypt to guarantee the freedoms,

rights, and especially the safety of the women in Egypt.

Indeed, in 2015, a report by United Nations established that almost 8 million Egyptian women were

victims of violence in their private or public circles. In Naira's case, an investigation showed that

the young woman had already reported the alleged perpetrator to the authorities because of the

growing concern related to the threats she received. 

The trial began on Sunday, June 26. The maximum penalty for premeditated crime in Egypt is the

death penalty. Egypt has had the third largest number of executions in 2021.

(THE NEW ARAB, JORDAN TIMES) 

EGYPT

Photo: World Wide News
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Kurdish prisoner gives birth in dire conditions

Conditions of prisoners in Iran were once again brought to light amid an incident where a prisoner

had to be transferred to a medical center in a state of emergency after a difficult delivery. 

Saada Khedirzadeh was imprisoned in a province of West Azerbaijan in deplorable conditions and

without any health standards. The prisoner had to undergo a cesarean section after being left in

great pain. She was denied access to the specialized medical care she should have received due

to opposition from the authorities and prison staff. 

Amnesty International highlights that she has not had access to a lawyer since her arrest and the

beginning of her detention and that she is being held arbitrarily without a fair trial.

(KURDISH HUMAN RIGHTS NETWORK)

IRAN 

No News Related to Human Rights

IRAQ

Photo: Kurdish Human Rights 
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Kurdish prisoner gives birth in dire conditions

After an inspection in Kuwait City by the Public Authority for Manpower (PAM), authorities

discovered that various companies are violating labor law by letting their employers work under

the noon sun. Many people have already died of heat strokes as temperatures are rising to

45/50° degrees Celcius in the sun, despite this the government being banned by the government.

Nevertheless, many companies are violating this ban as the Kuwait Society for Human Rights

recorded 730 violations in only 21 days of June.

(ARAB TIMES)  

KUWAIT 

Murder of nursing student, Iman Irsheed, shakes the conscious of the

Jordanian people 

On Thursday, June 23, a Jordanian nursing student at the University of Applied Sciences, Iman

Irsheed, was brutally murdered on her college campus. Her killer was not enrolled at the

university and has reportedly been harassing Irsheed for refusing his proposal. Irsheed was shot

five times and announced dead shortly after the incident. While the killer escaped the initial crime

scene, he was found in a remote area on Sunday, when he was surrounded by police for arrest

but shot himself prior to the police arresting him. 

Only a day after the horrific killing of Nieyara Ashraf, an Egyptian university student, for the

same reason, people in the region are demanding better protection for the women of these

countries and more accountability for the men committing these atrocious crimes. Calls for justice

have been circulating across all social media platforms, with people affirming the right of women

to life and freedom, regardless of their choice of attire or previous actions. 

(GULF TODAY, SADA EL BALAD ENGLISH)

JORDAN
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LIBYA

Sudanese refugee commits suicide in Libyan detention center 

A teenage Sudanese refugee was found hanged in the infamous L ibyan

detent ion center of Ain Zara,  L ibya, where thousands of asylum seekers are

held in some of the most inhumane condit ions.  Mohamed Mahmoud Abdel  Aziz,

who escaped the vio lent conf l ict  in  Darfur in search of safety and secur ity,

had been held at  the Ain Zara detent ion center again after h is  in i t ia l  re lease

in late May.

Refugees l ike Abdel  Aziz,  hoping to enter Europe through Libya, are

exper iencing torture and abuse at  the highest levels  at  the hands of L ibyan

author it ies and mi l i t ia  groups.  Several  human r ights have cal led on the UN and

others to increase their  overs ight of these faci l i t ies amid images and reports

of physical  abuse,  over ly-crowded spaces,  hunger,  lack of medical  care,  and

a number of other cr imes that have c irculated.

According to Al-Jazeera,  "So far in  2022, at  least  8,860 asylum seekers,

refugees,  and migrants have been reported as intercepted by the L ibyan

coastguard and other naval  author it ies ."  The condit ions of these refugees is

alarming, and there is  l i t t le  being done by the internat ional  community to

improve th is  real i ty .   

(AL-JAZEERA)

Strong criticisms against homosexuality by a Shia representative 

The Shia Mufti Ahmad Kabalan, close to Hezbollah, preached that homosexuality should not be

legalized in Lebanon to preserve the country's morality. He also denounced the recent decisions

aiming to judicially protect homosexuals by calling them "the worst moral scourge for Lebanon." 

This rhetoric is dangerous to the LGBT+ community in Lebanon, and critics around the world worry

what about what this means for their future and safety as a marginalized community.

(NATIONAL NEWS AGENCY)  

LEBANON
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More than 20 migrants died trying to cross the border into Spain 

At least 23 migrants from sub-Saharan Africa died last Saturday while crossing the Moroccan

border in the Spanish-controlled town of Melilla. 

Spanish and Moroccan forces worked together to create what Spanish Prime Minister Pedro

Sanchez called an "organized and violent attack on his country's territorial integrity." 

The reported images show the violence used by the forces, particularly Moroccan, against the

migrants amassed against a fence. Several human rights and migrant protection associations have

denounced the excessive violence used to manage migration and control borders. 

The number of victims is alarming, and the lack of medical treatment that should have been

provided to migrants is to be further deplored.

(NEW YORK TIMES, FRANCE 24) 

MOROCCO AND WESTERN SAHARA

No News Related to Human Rights
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UN confirms that Israel killed journalist Shireen Abu Akleh  

An investigation carried out by the UN Human Rights Office (OHCHR) has concluded that it

was,  in fact, an Israeli bullet that killed the prominent Palestinian Journalist Shireen Abu

Akleh. Contrary to false claims made by the Israeli occupation forces, the investigation found

that at the time of her murder, there were no armed confrontations or ongoing shootings.

There were no shots fired from any armed Palestinian. Abu Akleh and her colleague were

easily identifiable in their journalist gear and were standing in a strategic location away from

any potential confrontation.  

It is based on these facts that the OHCHR established that the killing of Abu Akleh was a

targeted attack on her, adding her name to a long list of Palestinian journalists unjustly

murdered by the state of Israel in an attempt to silence Palestinian voices. 

(AL-JAZEERA)

Palestinian man stabbed to death by Israeli settler  

In the occupied West Bank region of Salfit, an Israeli settler stabbed a Palestinian man in the

chest. Ali Hassan Harb, only twenty-seven years old, was announced dead on Tuesday, June

21, by the Palestinian Ministry of Health. According to reports, the settler was camping out on

private Palestinian property, and when approached by Harb and other Palestinians, he

brutally attacked and stabbed him, killing him on his own land.  

Over 500,000 illegal Israeli settlers occupy the West Bank, living in communities protected by

the violent occupation forces at the expense of Palestinian peace and livelihood. This incident

is part of an extensive history of settler violence in these areas that typically result in harm

against Palestinian and very little consequences to the settlers. 

(AL-JAZEERA) 

16-year-old Palestinian child murdered by occupation forces 

Israeli occupation forces shot and killed Mohammad Abdallah Hamed (16) in the occupied West

Bank on Saturday, June 25. After sustaining his wounds during confrontations with violent

occupation forces, the Israeli authorities took him into custody before announcing his death.

As of June 1 of this year, Israel had killed thirteen Palestinian children, according to UNICEF.

Soldiers committing these murders are hardly ever held accountable. 

(AL-JAZEERA, RELIEF WEB)   

PALESTINE
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Crown prince Mohammed bin Salman visits Turkish President Recep Tayyip

Erdogan

OThe Crown Prince has been visiting Turkey as a part of his visiting tour, including Jordan and

Egypt, earlier in the year. As the Turkish-Saudi relationship has suffered from the killing of Saudi

journalist Jamal Khashoggi, the ties between the countries have been strengthened again, as

both country authorities emphasized.

With that visit, as the Senior Turkish official of the news agency Reuters mentioned: "This is a full

normalization and restoration of the pre-crisis period which ushers a new era."

After the trial of Khashoggi's murder in April, which was held in Ankara, the trial was removed to

Riyadh due to Saudi's pressure on the Turkish government. Human Rights critics condemn this

practice as Saudi's fair trial approach is questionable. 

(AL-JAZEERA)

SAUDI ARABIA

No News Related to Human Rights 

QATAR

New series of attacks in West Dafur resulting in the death of least 125 people 
 
Between June 6 and 11, a series of attacks by the armed Arab assailants in Kerenik and Kalbus
displaced 33,000 people, killed 124, and injured over 100 people. The attack was targeted against
the non-Arab Gimir community and could therefore be seen as an act of ethnic cleansing. The UN
condemned the incapability of the Sudanese security system to defend those in need.

(HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH) 

SUDAN
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Situation of Syrian refugees in Turkey is worsening
  
New Syrian refugees seeking protection in Turkey are experiencing dangerous and unsafe living
conditions. In 2018, a young 18-year-old refugee was unlawfully returned to Syria; in a move that
the European Court of Human Rights has sentenced this practice as a Human Rights violation, as
in the Geneva Conventions, people seeking asylum should not be sent back to the country of
persecution.

The young Syrian was detained by the Turkish authorities and forced to sign a document that he
could not understand as it was not translated into Arabic, which turned out to be the confirmation
to return voluntarily. 

Back in Syria, he has been detained and physically abused by the armed militant by the
organization Al-Nusra. He managed to leave Syria and join his family in Germany, where he was
granted asylum.

Additionally, to those human rights violations by the state of Turkey, the living condition for
Syrian refugees in Turkey are worsening. Far-right hate speech, harassment, and attacks against
the Syrian population are increasing. On June 6 and 14, two young Syrian men were killed in
Istanbul.

A Syrian refugee residing in Istanbul updated Al-Monitor Human Rights News agency: "Hate
speech and racism are currently at their highest levels, especially by political parties that incite
against Syrian refugees.”

(AL-MONITOR, INFOMIGRANTS)

SYRIA

Photo: The Washington Institute  
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President Kais Saied receives first draft of new constitution

TUNISIA

On Monday, Tunisia´s President Kais Saied received his first draft of the new constitution. After
his approval on June 30, a vote on the draft will be held in a referendum on July 25. Oppositional
forces, such as the Islamist Ennahda party, had been excluded from the process and the “national
dialogue,” initiated through a one-sided move by Saied. Therefore he had been fiercely criticized
and accused of wanting to impose a constitution tailor-made for his own ambitions. 

In the past months, Saied had step-by-step suspended the constitution and is ruling by decree,
causing demonstrations and the fear of reestablishing a one-man rule. In this course, the Tunisian
police arrested former Prime Minister Hamadi Jebali, a former senior member of the Ennahdha
party, on suspicion of money laundering on Thursday. He announced entering a hunger strike and
saw his arrest as politically motivated. 

(AL-JAZEERA, AFRICANNEWS) 

Photo: The Middle East Institute  
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No News Related to Human Rights

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Police arbitrarily detains human rights activists and relatives of disappeared
people from the Saturday Mothers/People

Turkish police handcuffed and detained the head of the Human Rights Association, Öztürk
Türkdoğan, Eren Keskin, a prominent human rights attorney, and several relatives of the victims
of forced disappearance and political murder during the 80s and 90s. Amnesty International’s
Deputy Director for Europe, Julia Hall, said: “For the past 27 years, the Saturday Mothers have
tirelessly sought truth and justice for their loved ones who were forcibly disappeared in the 1980s
and 1990s. Time and again, the Saturday Mothers/People have been met with brutal crackdowns
and even prosecutions for taking part in peaceful vigils.” 

Apart from participants in the Saturday Mothers/People vigils, increasingly, Syrians have to live
in fear in Turkey. Not only is the Turkish government imposing restrictions on Syrians, such as their
right to temporary protection and residency, while restricting their presence in some parts of the
country. Within the past weeks, hate speech and murder of Syrians have rapidly increased.
During the last month, two young Syrians have been murdered, the 70-year-old Syrian woman
Leila Muhammad was hit in the face and insulted in Gaziantep, and the reports about hate speech
and threats toward Syrians have risen. 

(AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, AL-MONITOR)

TURKEY

Photo: Amnesty International
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No progress in palliating hardship in Taiz

Since 2015, the city of Taiz has been under siege by the Iran-backed Houthis and cut off from the
rest of the country. In UN-brokered negotiations in Amman, the UN Special Envoy Hans
Grundberg had proposed opening a main road and four secondary roads around the city, which
was accepted by the Yemeni government delegation. The Houthis had requested time to discuss
the proposal with the leaders in Sanaa and eventually rejected it on Thursday and proposed the
immediate opening of two other roads. 

The governmental delegation denounced the Houthi´s proposal and declared: “For us, the (siege)
is better than accepting the Houthi’s proposal. The road is one-way and dusty and would not
alleviate the suffering of the people of Taiz.” Due to the siege, the city’s population suffers from
an unstable supply of food, clean water, and electricity. The siege's continuation and the
negotiations' stagnancy contribute to maintaining the population´s hardship.

(ARABNEWS) 

YEMEN

Photo: Arab News 
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